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“I loved Punish honey’s explosive diction and
endlessly shifting syntax. Its thematic coherence, as a whole and in each section, was highly
compelling, and it made great use of the rich
lexicon of tulips, bees, beekeeping, and fauna
generally. A lovely collection to read out loud
and savor on the tongue.”
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—EVIE SHOCKLEY, CONTEST JUDGE
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Karen Leona Anderson
grew up in Connecticut.
She received an M.F.A.
from the University
of Iowa Writers’ Workshop, an M.A. from
Victoria University
in Wellington, New Zealand, and a Ph.D. from
Cornell University. Her work has appeared in
jubilat, Verse, Gulf Coast, Indiana Review, The
New Republic, Fence, Sycamore
Review, Pleiades, Third Coast,
Columbia, Volt, Colorado Review,
Sonora Review, and Poetry
Ireland Review. She is an assistant professor at St. Mary’s
College of Maryland.

“In her debut volume, Punish honey, Karen Leona
Anderson invents a linguistic world, the ultimate
aspiration of poetry. Her poems are composed
of a language under duress, torqued to yield a
cosmos of nuance and surprise. Their syntax is
deliciously resistant, slowed by a recursive energy to the lascivious pace of poetry. A profound
engagement with environmental science, biology, and botany permeates the book, and this
rare intelligence extends to the dear substantiality of things. A sequence named for tulips
exceeds its ostensible subjects to fibrillate
between sardonic and gnostic tones. Punish
honey is an unstinting, in fact sumptuous, linguistic feast. Few first books make such
a heady contribution to poetics.” —ALICE FULTON
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